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A CPU cooler ID to deliver higher CPU performance 
Abstract 
• A release of a new CPU turning technology and called DTT (Dynamic Tuning 
Technology) and began from Comet-lake platform (Fig 1). The key feature as
• Make turbo mode from one shot to one-shot + much smaller shots.
• Gain a higher score from the CPU performance tool.
We discovered an idea to make it beyond performance of more than 15%. 
Problems Solved 
Upgrade CPU cooler only to provide a higher CPU performance solution (Fig 2). 
Concept 
1. Higher CPU cooler could drive an effective turbo window large and longer under the
same CPU.
2. Cooler ID for management.
3. Automat to allocate the best DTT parameter via cooler ID.
Operation
While system boot before into OS. SIO (A/D) does read cooler ID and then decides which PL1 
value should be rolled into BIOS as like table (Fig 3 & 4). Once into OS, the CPU could deliver 
the desired CPU performance automatically. Therefore, replacing a 65w cooler with 125w could 
deliver higher CPU performance.   
Conclusion 
The idea has been proof in our lab and met the concept.  
Reference  
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Figure list 
Fig. 1 Turbo mode (Left), and DTT mode enable (Right)  
Fig. To wired with powerful CPU cooler could deliver bigger DTT window (Orange) 
Fig. 3 The operation diagram 
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Fig. 4 Operation flow chart  
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